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JOKE:  “That’s One”
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Presentation Notes
One of the most important things I have learned during my career is to focus on questions in addition to answers.  I have learned that once you properly state a question, you are usually much closer to figuring out its answer.  I have also learned that questions keep changing as our world changes and our knowledge grows.    



Lessons 

• A and B usually better than A or B 
 

•  Ask “and” rather than “or” questions 
 

• Focus on the whole 
 

• Pursue integrated opportunities 
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Presentation Notes
Throughout my career, I have had the responsibility and privilege to ask and answer numerous questions.  A key take-away from this experience is the power of the word “and.”  Invariably, when assessing two options, I found that A and B together were usually better than A or B alone.  In essence, the positive synergy and robustness that result when both options are considered together as part of an integrated solution, justifies keeping both options in play.  As such, I like to focus on “and” questions rather than “or” questions and I like to focus on the “whole” and pursue integrated opportunities to create value and solve problems in a “total system” context.   



  “ ” Versus “ ” 

     “And”  

• Add 
• Combine 
• Connect  
• Synergy 
• Integrate 
• Portfolio 
• System 
• Complement 
• Transform  
• Whole 
• Innovate 

     “Or” 

• Subtract 
• Separate 
• Select  
• Trade-off 
• Differentiate 
• Choice 
• Component 
• Compete 
• Compromise 
• Parts 
• Accept 

 
 
 

 



The Power of “And”   
  
 

The  

that results from 

 with a 
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Among the most critical questions I have encountered are those related to solving the energy and environmental challenges stemming from our automobile transportation system.  While the personal mobility freedom and economic prosperity enabled by this system are extraordinary, it has become increasingly clear that automobiles as we know them today are not sustainable given our dependence on imported oil and concerns about greenhouse gas emissions. Fortunately, a rich portfolio of potential technology solutions has emerged to address this sustainability concern.  These technologies promise to improve the efficiency of and diversify the energy sources for automobiles while preserving the mobility freedom we enjoy.  NOTE:  TRANSITION TO THIS SLIDE STILL NEEDS WORK 



“ ” Questions …. 
• Should we invest in biofuels or electric vehicles? 
• Are advanced batteries or fuel cells more important? 
• Should we place priority on solar or wind energy? 
• Will consumers prefer plug-in hybrid electric vehicles or extended-range electric 

vehicles? 
• Should biomass be used to make ethanol or butanol or electricity or hydrogen?  
• Do diesel engines or gasoline engines or hybrids hold more promise? 
• Should we focus on improving the efficiency of mechanically driven vehicles or 

enabling electrically driven vehicles? 
• Does it make more sense to deploy battery swapping stations or rapid recharging 

stations? 
• Should we compress natural gas for combustion engines or reform it to make 

hydrogen for fuel cell-electric vehicles or use this natural gas to generate electricity 
for plug-in electric vehicles? 
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Of concern though is that they also tend to prompt a long list of “or” questions.  Consider the following:Should we invest in biofuels or electric vehicles?Are advanced batteries or fuel cells more important?Should we place priority on solar or wind energy?Will consumers prefer plug-in hybrid electric vehicles or extended-range electric vehicles?Should biomass be used to make ethanol or butanol or electricity or hydrogen? Do diesel engines or gasoline engines or hybrids hold more promise?Should we focus on improving the efficiency of mechanically driven vehicles or enabling electrically driven vehicles?Does it make more sense to deploy battery swapping stations or rapid recharging stations?Should we reform natural gas to make hydrogen for fuel cell-electric vehicles or use this natural gas to generate electricity for plug-in electric vehicles? Implicit in these “or” questions are the underlying notions that some “silver bullet” alternatives exist to replace the internal combustion engine and oil and that all we need to do is find them and accelerate their large-scale commercialization.  These “or” questions are understandable given the magnitude and urgency of the challenges we face and the perception that we cannot afford to continue to work on everything.  However, they are short-sighted and result in “frictional losses” that are wasteful and slow-progress.  



The Power of “And” 

Three examples 
 
• Personal Mobility 

 
• Energy Systems & Policy 

 
• Integrated Community Energy Systems 
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Automobiles 

Historical “DNA” 
• Mechanical Drive 
• Combustion Engines 
• Oil-based Fuels 
• Mechanical & Hydraulic 
• Human Operated 
• Stand-alone 

 

New “DNA” 
• Electrical Drive 
• Electric Motors 
• Diverse Energy Sources 
• Electronic & Digital 
• Autonomously Operated 
• “Connected”  
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Range of consumer needs: light loads to heavy loads, urban driving to highway drivingShared Technology Building Blocks for Vehicle ElectrificationMotors Power electronicsControlsAdvanced batteries Plug-in batteriesanodes, cathodes, separators, electrolytesrechargersHydrogen batteriesfuel cellshydrogen storageCooling systemsConnectors and sealsAdvanced materials



 Self-Driving Cars 
 

DARPA Urban Challenge 

Google Self-Driving Car 
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OnStarDARPAGoogleMobility InternetValue Proposition



– More value from time in vehicles 
–  ”driving is a distraction!” 
– 1 hr/day X $25/hr  X 250 days/yr = $6,250/yr 
– 1 hr/day X $50/hr  X 250 days/yr = $12,500/yr  

 
– Vehicles that don’t crash  

– eliminate roadway fatalities, injuries and property damage  
– enable lighter vehicles 

 
– Lighter vehicles  

– enhance energy efficiency  
– enable better use of batteries (both plug-in and hydrogen) 

 
 

 
 
      
 
 

  

Autonomous Vehicles Are Compelling 
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Mobility Internet 
• Enhances how people and goods move around and interact 
• Does for vehicles what the Information Internet did for computers 
• Manages huge amounts of spatial and temporal “connectivity”  data 

– people 
– goods 
– vehicles 
– infrastructure 

• Coordinates precisely 
– “millimeters and milliseconds”  
– “mega-meters and hours” 

• Optimizes        
– safe traffic flow 
– road space use 
– parking space use 
– shared vehicles 
– commercial fleets 
– energy supply 

• Creates opportunities for innovative “apps” 
 



The Power of “And” 

Urbanization 

Connected & 
Autonomous 

Electrification 

Energy 
 

 Internet 
Mobility 

 
 Internet 

Reinventing 
 

Personal 
 

Mobility 

New 
 

DNA 
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Reference “Reinventing the Automobile”This example of The  Power of “And”  was showcased by General Motors and its China partner SAIC at the Shanghai World EXPO.  The concept is called EN-V. 





Transformational Synergy 

Information Internet 
+ 

Energy Internet 
+ 

Mobility Internet 
_______________________________ 
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Another example of The  Power of “And”



The Whole is More Than the Sum of the Parts 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Electrically 
Driven & 

Connected  
 
Mobility  
Internet 

Clean, 
Smart 
Energy 

Pricing 
Markets 

+ Zero emissions 
+ Renewable Energy 
+ Crash Avoidance 
+ Safe Social Networking While Driving 
+ Fun Driving and Autonomous Driving  
+ Fashionable Design 
+ Shorter, More Predictable Travel Times 
+ Space-and Time-Efficient Parking 
+ Increased Roadway Throughput 
+ Quieter Cities 
+ Safer Pedestrians & Bicyclists 
+ More Equitable Access 
+ Lower Cost  
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 1% Quiz TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE…..NOT INCREMENTAL 15X energy efficiency (3000#s to 600#s, 25% efficient to 75% efficient) 10X fewer parts (especially moving parts) 5X smaller area (parking) 5X lower cost (less material, fewer parts, less energy, less parking, no insurance,…) Comment on shared vehicles enabled by autonomous and precise coordination (Very close to the same level of accessibility as persona auto ownership with just 1/3 to 1/5 the number of vehicles.  Different categories of shared vehicles “purposefully” designed Comment on expressway “platforms” for pods (range extender and turbo charger)
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Fundamental Concerns 

+ U.S. Economic Growth 
+ U.S. Jobs Growth 
+ U.S. Position as a Global Leader 
+ U.S. Oil 67% Imported  
+ U.S. Trade Deficit 50% from Imported Oil 
+ U.S. Transportation 96% from Oil 
+ U.S. Electricity 50% from Coal 
+ Coal and Oil Carbon Intensive 
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The “hard truth” is that sustainability must drive economic growth and jobs growth.  It will not happen if it imposes trade-offs that cost jobs and slow economies.



Energy Systems & Policy  Framework 
Price 

Suppliers Consumers 

•Sustainability 
•Security 
•Technology 

•Efficiency 
•Conservation 
•Technology Economy 

Energy 
Demand 

Energy 
Supply 

Energy & 
Environmental 

Policy  

•Regulations 
•Taxes 

•Subsidies 
•R & D 
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Add crib notes on market “tipping point”



Energy Systems & Policy  Framework 
Price 

Suppliers Consumers 

•Sustainability 
•Security 
•Technology 

•Efficiency 
•Conservation 
•Technology Economy 

Energy 
Demand 

Energy 
Supply 

Energy & 
Environmental 

Policy  

•Regulations 
•Taxes 

•Subsidies 
•R & D 

Market  “Tipping Point”:  Consumer Value > Market Price > Supplier Cost 
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Add crib notes on market “tipping point”



“Headlines” 

• Plenty of energy exists to grow the U.S. economy and 
plenty of technology exists to do so sustainably  

• Americans using energy and businesses enabling this 
use must be fully comprehended by U.S. energy policy 

• Coal for electricity, oil for transportation and wasted 
energy are the primary concerns that must be 
addressed 

• These concerns can be eliminated through integrated 
energy system design, proper risk management, 
common understanding and collective will 
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Today’s Global Energy Demand is Substantial and Could Grow Dramatically by 2050Population GrowthRaising Standards of LivingTime Required to Realize Significant Conservation (Behavior) and Efficiency (Technology) Improvements A Broad Set of Integrated Actions Across All Sectors Will be Required to Realize Sustainable Economic GrowthMust  Focus on “What We Do” and “How We Do It” to Realize Transformational Change           



Energy Use 
What We 

Eat  
How We 
Get Food 

How We 
Get Water 

How & Where 
We Shop 

How We 
Light 

How We 
Heat & 

Cool 

How We 
Dispose 
Waste 

Where  
We Go  

Where  
We Live  

How We 
Comm-
unicate 

How & Where 
We Work 

How We 
Make Goods 

How We Do 
Services 

How  We 
Learn & Play 

Energy is Woven into the Fabric of Everything We Do 

How We 
Move 

How We 
Do  

Chores 
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8-10% GDPVery simple user interfacesLight a matchTurn a switch on or offPlug-in a cordAdjust a dialTurn a keyPush a buttonInsert a nozzle and squeeze a handle



Energy Supply  
 

• The energy supply industry 
– is huge, complex, dynamic and uncertain 
– has enormous inertia, significant capital 

requirements and strong vested interests 
• There is plenty of “raw” (primary) energy from 

several sources, but every source has 
sustainability issues 

• Energy supply issues should be viewed as risks 
to manage vs. evils to do away with 
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NOTE:  PROVIDE facts from UM Seminar Series to support above points



Fundamental Concerns 

Oil For Transportation Wasted Energy Coal For Electricity 

Electrify 
Vehicles 

Diversify  
Transportation  

Energy 

Use Coal 
Sustainably 

Diversify 
Electricity 

Energy 

Natural Gas Bio-Energy Nuclear Wind/Solar 

Electric 
Drive 

Systems 

”Connected" & 
Autonomous 

Vehicles 

Natural Gas 
From Shale 

Deposits 

Vehicle 
Energy 
Storage 

Energy 
Systems 

Integration 

Power 
Management & 

Use Optimization 

Energy 
Efficient 
Buildings 

Infrastructure  
Energy  
Storage 

Carbon 
Capture & 

Storage 

Key Drivers & Opportunities 

Reduce Waste 
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Natural gas can be used three ways to energize vehicles…QUIZBio-mass can be used three ways to energize vehilces…QUIZIan’s analysis



Seminar Series Conclusions 
 

The U.S. faces energy system design and energy 
risk management challenges that can be met 
through 

– A deep, fact-based understanding of why and 
how people and enterprises use energy 

– An “and” mindset  
– A “system-of-systems” approach 
– Policies that positively motivate consumers, 

suppliers and investors 
– Strong leadership 
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A deep, fact-based understanding of why and how people and enterprises use energyAn “and” mindset A broad portfolio of primary energy sources (fossil, renewable and nuclear)A robust portfolio of scalable technology (supply and use)A near-term, mid-term and long-term perspectiveA “system-of-systems” approachInnovative design of integrated energy systems (local, regional and national)Integrated policy, technology and commercialization strategiesProactive risk management based on integrated assessment and learning Policies that positively motivate consumers, suppliers and investorsStrong leadershipClear communicationCollective willConstancy of Purpose



 
 



Integrated Community Energy Systems 
Optimized for All Energy Sources & Uses 

 

             Community  
• Energy Supply 

– Primary Resources 

• Energy/Power Generation 
– Primary-to-Secondary 

• Energy Storage 
– All Carriers 

• Energy Use 
– All Activities 

• Energy Information 
– Real-time Supply & Demand 

 

Imported Energy  
From Other Communities 
 
• Primary  
 
• Secondary 

 

Exported Energy 
To Other Communities  
 
• Primary  

 
• Secondary 

 

 



Integrated Energy System Opportunity 

Energy 

Hour 

Fluctuating wind energy 

Energy demand 

Hydrogen  

for  

Mobility 

Storage 

H2-Electricity 

 

 

Storage 

Hydrogen  

for  

Mobility 



Integrated Community Energy Systems 

CHP 

 

Heating Grid 

Turbines 

  

Electricity Grid 

Hydrogen 

Electrolysis 

Fuel 

Mixing valve 

Storage 

Storage 

Biogas and Natural Gas 

Variable mixing 
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Acknowledge Germany CompanySynergistic / integrated / distributed / smart energy supply systems



Implications 

• Integrated community energy systems   
– reduce waste 
– enable renewables 

• Technology should be assessed in terms of  
integrated systems, not standalone 

• Energy storage and real-time information are key 
enablers 

• Portfolio of energy efficiency, energy diversity 
and systems integration opportunities must be 
comprehended together 



Conclusions from Examples 
• Energy challenge is not due to a lack of resources or knowledge 

– plenty of raw energy exists to grow the world’s economies 
– plenty of technology exists to do so sustainably 

 
• Energy challenge is due to  

– a lack of integrated systems 
– the enormous inertia of the installed base 
– leadership that is driven by vested interests 

 
• By combining our abundant fossil and renewable energy resources 

with a broad portfolio of promising technology, integrated system 
opportunities surface that have the potential to enable sustainable 
development 
 

• The Power of “And” is a key to realizing a secure, low cost and low 
carbon energy future   
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By thinking and acting synergistically with common understanding and collective will, a promising energy future is within our grasp.  The Power of “And” is that future. 



Realizing 
• Energy and mobility history is fraught with  

– self-interest 
– ruthless politics 
– myopic and inefficient outcomes 

• Nevertheless, the “prize” of a sustainable future makes 
The Power of “And”  a worthwhile pursuit 

• While formidable, the challenge is one of behavior, 
politics and economics, not science and invention 
– Knowing solutions are within our grasp is central to 

transitioning to a sustainable future 
• The Power of “And” requires 

– innovative system design 
– proactive risk management 
– extraordinary leadership 
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Comment on challenge being one of managing the transition



Leaders Must….. 

1. Properly frame questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is the world flat?  No, the world is complex, non-linear, uncertain, dynamic, interdependent, diverse and acceleratingQuestions are ambiguous Questions change as our world changes and our knowledge growsQuestions often have more than one right answerStart with the end in mind and ask “what must be true?” to get thereRigorously define questions before jumping to answers …  don’t  “assume-away “ the problemGet in front of the inevitableFast & good usually “trumps” slow & perfect“Do unto yourself before others do unto you”Anticipate  & lead vs. sense & respondFact-based framing of questions, not ideology based



Leaders Must….. 

1. Properly frame questions 
2. See the whole challenge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See challenges and opportunities as “whole”Economic Growth + Jobs Growth + Sustainable EnvironmentMobility Freedom + Side EffectsTransportation + Energy + Communication + Informationsystem  n.  A group of interacting, interrelated, or interdependent elements forming a complex wholeMore simplyA system exists when something influences something elseA system implies “the whole is bigger/smaller than the sum of the parts”What Distinguishes a Brilliant Leader from a Conventional Leader?The Opposable Mind by Roger Martin (Dean, Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto) Brilliant leaders are skilled at integrative thinkingBrilliant leadersTry not to make “either-or” decisionsSeek non-obvious factorsConsider non-linear relationshipsSee the problem as a wholeResist settling for the best available bad choiceResolve tensions among opposing ideasGenerate innovative outcomes



Leaders Must….. 

1. Properly frame questions 
2. See the whole challenge 
3. Lever 
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Connect the dotsSystem-of-systemsStart with the end in mindOil + Natural Gas + Coal + Wind + Solar + Biomass + Geothermal + Nuclear Industrial + Commercial + Residential + TransportationLocal + Regional + NationalEnergy Efficiency + Energy Diversity + Energy ConservationResearch + Development + CommercializationPublic + Private 



New Technology “Improves”  
Existing Technology  

 
• Aluminum has driven improvements in steel  

auto bodies  
• Electric vehicles are driving improvements in 

internal combustion engines 
• Plentiful natural gas will drive improvements 

in coal and renewables 
 



Technology and Geo-Political Leverage 

• Proven transformational options can impact geo-
political dynamics prior to large scale transformation  

• To show OPEC it has a viable and scalable option to 
importing oil, the United States should 

– deploy 10,000 electric vehicles (fuel cell and/or plug-
in) 

– in one U.S. community  

– using plentiful U.S. natural gas & bio-mass as a source 
of hydrogen and electricity 

       



Leaders Must….. 

1. Properly frame questions 
2. See the whole challenge 
3. Lever 
4. Target market “tipping points” 

Presenter
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Consumer Value > Market Price > Supplier CostUnderstand total consumer experience“Design” positive experiencesUnderstand investors & suppliersCapital flows to positive returnsTechnology matures with supplier know-howLearn efficiently & fastReal consumers and suppliersReal experiencesScale and time learning cycles based on what must be learnedThe big money is spent when new solutions are scaled, not when pursuing market tipping pointsView energy supply issues as risks to manage vs. evils to do away withLet market pick winners once options reach tipping points



Time  

Cost 

Universities 

BASIC RESEARCH 

National Labs 

Corporate 
Consortia 

New ideas: basic research 

Prototypes 

The Value Creation Curve  

Important unmet 
market needs 

Value Propositions 

Mature products 

Market “tipping point” 



Total Customer Experience 

 Must be Deeply Understood  
&  

Consistently Positive 



Learning is Key to Transformational Change 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Learn about technology, customers and supply processes 

Idea Prove 

Demo Gen 1 Gen 2 

Gen 3 

“Tip” Scale Trans-
form 



Leaders Must….. 

1. Properly frame questions 
2. See the whole challenge 
3. Lever 
4. Target market “tipping points” 
5. Drive common understanding and collective will 

Presenter
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Common understanding drives collective will which drives changeWhile politics matter, avoid being politicalConstancy of purposeForward-looking/leaning, inspiring, fact-based and  pragmaticResolve tension among opposing ideasResist settling for the best available poor choice       



  Scenarios 

Oil  
Prices 

High 
& 

Volatile 

Low 
& 

Stable 

Slow Fast 

Technology Commercialization 

Climate  
Change 

Accelerates 

 
Slows 

Slow Fast 

Political Action 

 
 

Risky Future 

 
 

Transformational 
Change 

 
 

Evolutionary 
Change 

 
 

Managed Risks 
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.   It is fairly certain, however, that oil prices will strongly influence how much roadway transportation changes in the U.S. over the next 40 years and oil prices could range from being low & stable to being high & volatile. Similarly, predictions of the speed at which Americans will adopt new ways to move around and interact vary widely from “no way” to “we can’t wait”.  The key lies in delivering compelling value propositions that are superior to what mobility consumers have been experiencing.  While plenty of opportunity exists to do this, it is anyone’s guess whether large-scale technology commercialization will occur slow or fast over the next 40 years.***Of the four scenarios depicted in Figure 8, one is truly problematic…high & volatile oil prices combined with slow technology commercialization places the U.S. in a high risk situation To mitigate this risk, consumer-centric innovation must occur at an accelerated pace to drive transformational market shifts.  If oil prices stay low & stable, the U.S. roadway transportation system will likely continue to evolve as it has over the last century.  This future will play-out if oil supply leads oil demand (that is, plenty of new oil is discovered and brought to market) and the troublesome externalities of combusting gasoline and diesel fuels prove to be less severe than many anticipate (either in reality or politically).  The bottom-line of Figure 8 is that the U.S. should position for fast technology commercialization to be in a robust position to transform its roadway transportation system in a timely manner if driven to do so.  Creating the options for the market to respond fast does not imply a significant change will occur.  However, it does allow this change to take place if circumstances dictate that it must.           



Leaders Must….. 

1. Properly frame questions 
2. See the whole challenge 
3. Lever The Power of “And” 
4. Target market “tipping points” 
5. Drive common understanding and collective will 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Power of “And” requiresleaders with integrative mindsinnovative system designproactive risk managementbi-partisan policiesa sustained commitment to commercial learning cycles enabling sustainable opportunities to reach market “tipping points”Never, never, never, never give-upHonest, intelligent, competent inspiring , forward looking



So, What is the Question? 
 

How can we work together to enable all 
promising technologies to quickly and efficiently 
realize their interdependent market “tipping 
points”? 
  
 

Presenter
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The power of “and” suggests that to meet U.S. energy security and greenhouse gas reduction goals, government policies should support a full portfolio of solutions and these solutions need to be managed as an integrated system rather than a competing set of options.  The sustainable energy and mobility challenges we face are massive, so we need to continue to keep every viable source of clean energy and type of efficient propulsion system in play.    In addition, our portfolio of technology options promises more value when integrated as a total system than when viewed as a set of competing alternatives.  As such, we need to judge the value of each option in terms of its system role rather than its stand-alone potential.  Finally, since consumers have a wide range of energy and mobility needs, we must continue to pursue solutions that have the potential to reach “tipping points” leading to market-driven, high-volume change.  It is relatively inexpensive to continue to keep all promising options in play compared to making scale-up investments where big money and strong market pull are required.  Market “tipping points” are within our grasp for cellulosic biofuels, plug-in electric vehicles, and fuel cell-electric vehicles within 5-10 years if we stay the course on their roadmaps and manage them as an integrated portfolio.  And, during this period,  combustion engines will likely continue to get cleaner and more efficient.   Now is not the time to prune a major option.  Options should be pruned if facts (not ideology) support that they can no longer continue to reach required market-based milestones.  Markets are the best way to scale solutions, so we need to let markets pick winners once technologies are mature enough to attain “tipping points.”  For advanced technologies, we need to “fixate” on enabling this progress quickly and efficiently for promising options, not on trying to prematurely pick winners. The direction is clear: we must decouple automobiles first from petroleum and then from all CO2-generating fuels.  The likely end-game vehicle energy carriers are clear: biofuels, electricity, and hydrogen.  The propulsion systems using these carriers are clear: advanced internal combustion engines, plug-in electric drive, and fuel cell-electric drive.  All of these options will likely be needed to sustain and grow the U.S. economy, to preserve our mobility freedom, to satisfy consumer demand, to ensure energy security, . 
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Advanced Propulsion Technology Strategy 

Improved 
Vehicle Fuel  
Economy & 
Emissions 

Displace 
Petroleum 

Hybrid Electric 
Vehicles (including 

Plug-In HEV) 
IC Engine and 
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Improvements 
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10 Leadership Imperatives 

1. Focus on framing questions 
2. See the challenge as a “whole” 
3. Be an integrative thinker 
4. Enable a portfolio of options 
5. Target market “tipping points” 
6. Innovate positive consumer experiences 
7. Understand investor & supplier motivations 
8. Learn efficiently & fast 
9. While politics matter, avoid being political 
10. Never, never, never, never give-up 

 
 



RISK MANAGEMENT 

IS NOT: 
• Better Business Cases 
• Improved Forecasts 
• Planning 
• Constraint Focused 
• Enterprise Risk Management 
• Knowing the “right answer” 
• Sensing and Responding 
• “or” Trade-offs 
• Good Managers 
• Committees 
• Trained People 
• Rigorous Analysis 

 
 

IS: 
• Customer/Brand Focus 
• Scenarios and Contingencies 
• Executing  
• Market Focused 
• Innovation  
• Rapid Learning 
• Anticipating and Leading 
• “and” Synergies 
• Great Leaders 
• Empowered Teams 
• Trained and Adaptable People 
• Synthesis (“Connecting the Dots”) 

 
 



RISK MANAGEMENT 

IS NOT: 
• Performance Targets 
• Operational Effectiveness 
• Asking “What Will Happen?” 
• Working Forward Towards           

Targeted Goals 
• Business Plans 
• Good Assumptions 
• Change Management 
• Benchmarking “Best Practices”  
• Perfect Decisions 
• Resisting Change 
• Reacting to the “Urgent” 
• Fighting Politics 
• Newsletters and Websites 

 
 
 
 

IS: 
• Compelling Vision 
• Unique Sustainable Advantage 
• Asking “What Must be True?”  
• Working Backward From                

Desired Ends 
• Portfolio of Executable Options 
• Eliminating Variation You Control 
• Creating the Future 
• Systems Integration  
• Fast Good Decisions 
• Getting in Front of the Inevitable 
• Focusing on the “Important” 
• Accepting Politics 
• Clear and Frequent Communications 

 
 



54 
54 

Road Transportation Energy Supply 
Energy Sources Onboard Vehicle Energy Carrier Vehicle Propulsion 
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Areas Where Hess Plays 
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Many of the options I’ve just reviewed are promising, but solutions built around a single energy source or propulsion system are not optimal. Look at what happens when all options are in play. If:Cellulosic biomass ramps to high volume;Plug-ins make 40% of vehicle miles electric; andFuel cell vehicles penetrate to 40% of the parc, 	petroleum could be taken out of the picture well before 2050.And you could start right way with early options, and finish the job with the strongest long-term portfolio. 	Notes on limitations of single-technology solutions:Cellulosic biomass: ability to process economically; regional resource constraints.Nuclear: permitting: waste handling and storage.Renewables: intermittency; energy storage costs; location relative to loads.Biofuel ICE: fuel supply limitations; vehicle emissions.Battery-electric: consumer acceptance; vehicle limitations.Fuel cell-electric: batteries make better use of electricity in some applications.
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The power of “and” suggests that a full portfolio of solutions will be required to meet CO2 targets and satisfy a broad range of consumers with differing needs.As Mary Nichols, chairman of the California Air Resources Board, said recently: “There is one thing that has really frustrated me in the last couple of years...it has been the ideological, I would almost say theological, debate between the people who think that hydrogen fuel cells are the answer and the people who think that only battery-electric vehicles are the answer. Each of them do their best to trash the credibility, viability, and good faith of the other side. It may be that we feel a need as humans to be passionate about our particular solutions to whatever the technology is, but from the point of view of a regulator, this is madness.We know that we need both. We have to have a climate in which we can be moving forward at the same time with more than one technology, and still have progress on all of these fronts.”		Note: From Mary Nichols keynote at the third annual UC Berkeley Energy Symposium, article on Green Car Congress site, February 23, 2009.



Risks of Disruption 
• Examples of Industries that have been disrupted 

– Photography 
– Media 
– Entertainment 
– Computer 
– Telecom 
– Television 
– Pharmaceutical 

• Incumbents Rarely Do Well When Industries Disrupt 
• Transportation and Energy Sectors are Ripe for 

Disruption 
– Enormous Inertia of Installed Base Reduces Risks 
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U.S. Energy Expenditures As Share Of GDP 
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My Home 
• Natural Gas 

– Furnace 
– Hot Water Heater 
– Back-Up Generator 
– Fireplace 

• Electricity 
– Lights 
– Washer/Dryer 
– Refrigerator/Stove/Microwave 
– Entertainment/Computers 
– Water Pump 
– Garage Door Openers 
– Air Conditioner 
– ……… 

• Propane 
– BBQ Grille 



Example Energy System Interactions and 
Interdependencies 

• Transportation 
– Vehicles  and energy stations 
– Gasoline and natural gas 
– Electric drive and energy 

diversity 
 

• Home 
– Electricity and natural gas 
– Solar and grid 
– 120V/240V and appliances 

 
 
 

• Stores 
– Location and transportation 
– Size and distribution 
– Lighting and air conditioning 

 

• Industry 
– Ventilation and air 

conditioning 
– Power and heat 
– Steel and hydrogen 

 



A Portfolio of Vehicle Types are 
Needed to Meet Consumer Needs  



“and” vs. “or” 

                            Individual Applications 
             Natural Gas or Biomass or Wind or Solar for     
                       Transportation or Stationary Energy 

                                                vs. 
                                 Integrated System 
             Natural Gas and Biomass and Wind and Solar for 
                      Transportation and Stationary Energy 

 



Primary-to-Secondary Energy 

Secondary Energy 
• Gasoline 
• Diesel Fuel 
• Ethanol 
• Fuel Oil 
• Electricity 
• Hydrogen 
• Syn Gas 

Primary Energy  
• Sun 
• Wind 
• Geothermal 
• Biomass 
• Oil 
• Coal 
• Natural Gas 
• Uranium 

 



Integrated and Optimized Community Energy Systems 

• Communities can be cities, towns, counties, or townships 
• Energy systems simultaneously and synergistically comprehend all sources and 

uses of community energy 
• Sources include renewables, fossil fuels and nuclear 
• Uses include transportation, buildings and industrial/agricultural processes  
• Systems entail generating, distributing and storing energy and using this energy to 

enable economic and social activity  
• Objective: optimally deploy and operate integrated community energy systems 

that make the best overall use of resources 
• Community energy demand and supply are balanced through energy pricing and 

energy trading with other communities (pricing should reflect externalities) 
• Community energy systems will evolve based on technology improvements (lower 

cost, higher efficiency, less environmental impact) and policy levers (regulations, 
subsidies, taxes) 

• The local market will determine the best mix of energy supply technology and 
capacity and the best deployment of energy  efficiency technology 

• Consumers and suppliers are the key drivers of markets. Their behaviors must be 
deeply understood to motivate transformational change through technology and 
policy 

 



Regionally/Nationally Integrated 
Energy Systems 

• Regional and national energy systems can result from 
optimally integrating community energy systems 

• Some communities will be able to competitively supply 
surplus energy while others will have energy demand that 
exceeds competitively priced supply.  The intent is to 
optimally distribute energy from communities with 
surpluses to those with shortfalls.  A nations energy 
distribution system can be defined to enable this dynamic 
optimization 

• Regional and national energy systems comprised of  
integrated and optimized community energy systems are 
inherently more robust with respect to security threats and 
supply  disruptions than large-scale centralized energy 
systems   
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Key Enablers of Integrated Community 
Energy Systems 

• Energy storage 
– Demand variation 
– Intermittent wind and sun 

 
• Real-time information and system control 
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